Clinical governance in sports medicine

P McCrory

Sports ruling bodies should introduce clinical governance to ensure best practice treatment for athletes no matter what their sport nor where they play.

In these days where corporate governance seems a watchword for dubious practice within multinational companies, such terms often are bandied around without much thought given to their meaning. A similar word, clinical governance, is used within medicine particularly by administrators and funding bodies who set their own agendas within health care.

In 1998, the National Health Service (NHS) introduced into the United Kingdom namely, the concept of clinical governance. This was used to denote the systematic coordination and promotion of activities that contribute to continuous improvement of quality of care.

The broad elements that make up the panoply of clinical governance include the processes of clinical audit, risk management, professional development, and patient participation. As such, clinical governance requires better communication systems, organisational change and a paradigm shift on the part of clinicians toward more open and impartial evaluation of clinical care and its outcomes.

Although there is currently little published evidence that clinical governance makes any measurable difference, at the heart of the concept is the desire to evaluate the quality of medical practice against agreed standards and to remedy any gaps identified in routine practice.

Professional specialist groups, such as those that exist within sports medicine in various countries regard themselves as the legitimate arbiters of standards of athlete medical care. In doing so, these bodies present expert-endorsed best practice guidelines and position statements as evidence of their standing within this field.

But what extent is routine care matching the predetermined standards? Unfortunately evaluation, at least at a national level, is fragmented in mainstream medicine and non-existent in sports medicine. Where this evaluation does occur, it is largely performed by academics, health care organisations or by civil servants, all of whom have their own agendas in these matters. We, as sports physicians, lack standardised national and international benchmarks of quality of care in virtually all areas, which in turn impairs any ability to coordinate improvements in patient care.

In the UK, the Clinical Evaluation and Effectiveness Unit of the Royal College of Physicians, in collaboration with a number of other bodies, is mounting the Myocardial Infarction National Audit Project, which is a collaborative audit of the care of patients with myocardial infarctions involving nearly all of the hospitals in England.

The difficulties of replicating such a concept in sports medicine may seem insurmountable; however, we have several areas that would lend themselves to such analysis. These areas may also provide the model by which other aspects of sports medicine may tackle the clinical governance issue and at an international level.

In 2001, the International Ice Hockey Federation in conjunction with the International Olympic Committee and FIFA ran a meeting in Vienna on the topic of concussion. The outcomes of this meeting, previously published in the Journal, were an international expert consensus set of guidelines.

In November 2004, the second such conference will be run in Prague and will develop the guidelines much further (see www.iihf.com for conference details). These meetings provide the basis of the first step in any such governance process, namely the establishment of agreed universal benchmarks of clinical care. Once this is done, then the second step will be reviewing the practice of individuals, teams and national governing bodies in this regard. Once that is complete then the issue of addressing any gaps in clinical performance can be undertaken.

Where do we proceed from there? For organisations that fare well in such analysis there is little more than the warm inner glow of satisfaction of a job well done. By contrast, organisations that perform poorly on such analysis may be encouraged to improve by a combination of external funding pressures or ultimately by disgruntled athletes who sue the organisation because their regulations are not reflective of clinical best practice and fail to meet accepted benchmark criteria.

Medical insurance bodies also have a strong role to play by refusing to provide insurance to sports doctors whose management is not in line with agreed best practice standards. If the team doctors then are unable to attend any games, then the organisations they work for will need to change in order to accommodate this development.

A practical example of such disparity can be found by examining some of the codes of football played in England. One code is in the process of developing clear guidelines for the management of concussion involving individualised cognitive assessment and medical education (as per the Vienna guidelines) whereas the other larger code still largely recommends a mandatory exclusion policy.

From a clinical governance standpoint, the second organisation would have problems in justifying their procedures against national or international best practice. In part, some of these difficulties come about because we often work in an international environment that often requires extensive negotiation on rule changes. Nevertheless this can also be seen as an opportunity whereby improvement can be driven by a committed international organisation who see the obvious benefits that best practice has to offer.

As with much in medicine in this era we should consider change before the lawyers force us to!
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The Cochrane Collaboration should be congratulated for its dedication to documenting continuing clinical trials, teaching critical appraisal, and supporting research into new methods of reviewing the literature. However, Cochrane Reviews can be created by untrained people who simply follow an algorithmic approach and are unaware of important methodological issues. Therefore, the objective of this article is to highlight important limitations of Cochrane Reviews, including the Review Manager software that is required,\(^2\) the inappropriate use of a summary statistic, and finally the restriction to only randomised controlled trial (RCT) data. To illustrate these points, I have used a 1% random sample of Cochrane Reviews—that is, 16 studies numbered 1, 101, 201…1501 of 1596 of the Cochrane Database on 3 April 2003.10–16

LIMITATIONS OF THE COCHRANE APPROACH

There are important limitations to the software required by the Cochrane Collaboration (Review Manager). Most important is that Review Manager cannot include (a) results based on survival analyses—for example, most appropriate analysis for time to next injury—and instead calculates relative risks based on simple proportions (this leads to inappropriate estimates when patients have different lengths of follow up\(^19\)) and (b) analyses adjusted for confounding—that is, multiple regression analysis. Software is available, but requires statistical expertise that would preclude the algorithmic approach.

Whereas the Cochrane Collaboration could improve its software, the other two major problems are process oriented. The Cochrane Collaboration promotes wide participation, and this leads to inexperienced authors and peer reviewers. For example, it is not always appropriate to pool data into one overall summary statistic,\(^20\) and, even when it is, there are different methods—that is, fixed and random effects models—to be used depending on the structure of the data.\(^20\) 21 In the 1% sample of Cochrane reviews examined, five out of five authors used the fixed effects model when it was clearly inappropriate to do so.\(^10\) 12 16 17 Secondly, only two of these five authors followed the Cochrane recommendations\(^2\) to discuss differences in methodology and outcomes as a source of discrepancy between studies, and the papers still passed the Cochrane peer review process.\(^11\) 16

“The counter argument that disease management should not change without RCT evidence ignores the clinical reality facing the physician”

Finally, the Cochrane Reviews currently only include RCT studies, a decision that remains controversial at this time.\(^22\) 31 What is the result? Of the 16 Cochrane Reviews retrieved, six included only zero, one, or two RCTs\(^-4\) (Cochrane Reviews publish reviews in which zero studies meet the inclusion criteria). In an additional seven studies, almost every analysis included two or less RCTs because of the particular question being addressed (158/183 analyses).\(^11\) 16 Given the limited number of RCTs included in 13/16 reviews, the inclusion of other types of evidence—for example, cohort, case-control, basic science—would probably have provided a stronger foundation for a rational decision of treatment. The counter argument that disease management should not change without RCT evidence ignores the clinical reality facing the physician. When a condition has not been appropriately studied with RCTs, and the currently prescribed treatment is based on a theory that has been proven incorrect, the physician has three options: (a) to continue to use a treatment that is unsupported by clinical, basic science or theoretical evidence; (b) to switch to a treatment that it is based on basic science or observational studies; (c) to abandon treatment altogether. If the operative word in “evidence based medicine” is “evidence”, then choice 2 is the most appropriate.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

Alternative approaches to the Cochrane Review include best evidence synthesis, exploratory meta-analysis with or without meta-regression, and the Critical Review, all of which explore and focus on reasons for the differences in results between studies. Although some of these may be used within a Cochrane Review,\(^4\) they are not required. Further, they acknowledge that clinicians first and foremost need to know if they should use a specific treatment, and the precision of the estimate is less important. For example, a clinician will prescribe a drug if it lowers blood pressure by 20 mm Hg (95% confidence interval [CI] 10 to 30 mm Hg) or by 15 mm Hg (95% CI 13 to 17 mm Hg). Where treatment effects are small but important, and the pooling of studies is appropriate, a summary statistic can still be provided.

“As stronger types of evidence become available, weaker types of evidence are discarded”

The best evidence synthesis approach is one used by the legal system and has been proposed for the medical literature.\(^14\) 31 As stronger types of evidence become available, weaker types of evidence are discarded. In legal terms, written notes supersede oral recall. The best evidence synthesis may be the basis of the Cochrane Review approach; if one RCT is available then all “weaker” data are ignored. However, it is not clear how much stronger the data needs to be to ignore “weaker” data.\(^2\) Further, it ignores the fact that other types of studies could help the reviewer discuss treatment effectiveness in other populations—for example, different age groups—or similar but not identical conditions—for example, patellar tendinopathy versus Achilles tendinopathy.

An exploratory meta-analysis uses standard summary plots to look forouting studies,\(^32\) even if data pooling is appropriate. Reasons for the discrepancies between studies are explored, and conclusions are always cautious because this is a post hoc data driven approach. Preferably, authors look at subgroups based on their a priori knowledge of the condition.\(^1\) A quantitative version of the exploratory meta-analysis is meta-regression. In the regression model, each aspect of the study is an independent variable—for example, study type, ejection fraction—, and the outcome of interest—for example, five year re-injury rate—is the dependent variable. In general, meta-regression requires a minimum of five studies, but this increases when the number of variables increases.

The Critical Review approach\(^15\) is similar to that used in Critical Thinking in Logic.\(^26\) In contrast with
the quantitative and exploratory meta-analyses approaches, the Critical Review approach suggests that one should first separate studies into those that show a positive effect and those that show no effect or a negative effect (based on both point estimates and confidence intervals). The author then examines for differences in methodology. If a consistent difference is noted between these groups of studies, the author investigates further. Because this is a data-driven, traditional statistical approach would be to test the hypothesis using an independent data set. Because the original review already included all the RCTs (or RCT and cohort studies, etc), the Critical Review examines an independent type of data set—for example, basic science data, or cohort data if only RCTs were originally used—to see if the newly generated hypothesis is supported. Of course, this is still a post hoc approach and interpretations should be cautious.

The method was used to investigate whether stretching immediately before exercise prevents injury. At the time of the review, the results showed that three of four RCTs suggested that stretching immediately before exercise was beneficial, but all had the co-intervention of warm up. On the other hand, the investigators of the cohort studies adjusted for a warm up co-intervention, and almost all of these studies suggested that stretching had no effect. The basic science data and other theoretical arguments were reviewed and suggested that stretching immediately before exercise would not decrease injuries. Shortly thereafter, a new RCT was published that used stretching without warm up, and suggested that there was no effect. In two other studies that have been cited as evidence in favour of stretching before exercise, the intervention used was actually stretching outside periods of exercise. A review of basic science data suggests that long term stretching outside periods of exercise could theoretically increase the strength of tissue. In effect, the Critical Review approach allowed the author to develop a unifying theory for all the results of the different studies in this situation.

CONCLUSION

Cochrane Reviews currently enjoy a credibility level that may not be warranted. The required software is lacking in vital areas, the algorithmic approach to systematic review writing appears to lead to published papers that do not follow the Cochrane Collaboration’s own recommendations, and reviews that are based on zero, one, or two RCTs without reference to other types of evidence may be omitting important information that would be useful to a clinician who needs to treat actual patients. Another option is to promote critical thinking through the alternative approaches mentioned above.
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